Discover the new standard
in cutting wooden panels to
lenght.

Patented solution that can process up to
70m/min.

To make production lines more efficient, kitchen and
furniture manufacturers require the highest level of
productivity and flexibility when it comes down to
cutting their wooden panels into strips.
Thanks to the Sirex MultiSaw, producers are now
enabled to deliver mass-customized strips at a
record pace.
Experience unrivaled productivity of up to 70m/min,
thanks to the combination of up to 5 sawing groups
that can automatically and seamlessly switch
cutting dimensions while in production.
Even the most diverse strip cutting patterns are
processed swiftly and effortlessly by the Sirex
MultiSaw, creating a continuous flow that maximizes
the full potential of your production line while
reducing the need for buffer stations and working
stock.
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EXPERIENCE ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY
The Sirex™ unlocks ultimate production flexibility, allowing you to seamlessly
cut different types or sizes of boards with different strip cutting patterns.
Thanks to the revolutionary OptiVide™ technology, the Sirex™ unique moveable
cutting heads will automatically and effortlessly move into the right position
to enable a different strip cutting pattern for each single board.
Each cutting head can be fitted with a variety of saws depending on your
application, delivering optimal flexibility and productivity.
The result is a continuous output of customized single strips that are ready to
be sent to the next cell.

REVOLUTIONIZE PRODUCTIVITY
The Sirex™ isn’t just hyper-flexible, it’s also fast, very fast.
Experience unrivalled productivity of up to 70m/min, thanks to the combination
of up to 3 sawing groups that can automatically and seamlessly switch cutting
dimensions while in production.
The Sirex™ does also not require any operators. Instead it relies on a fullyautomated control system, which a line supervisor can easily track via the
straightforward HMI.
Even the most diverse strip cutting patterns are processed swiftly and
effortlessly by the Sirex™, creating a continuous flow that maximizes the
full potential of your full production line while reducing the need for buffer
stations and working stock.
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MODULAR & SCALABLE
We at Prisma understand very well that for every panel
producer, ROI and payback time of a machine are crucial. That
is why the Sirex™ has been smartly designed in a modular way,
allowing us to tailor the machine to your specific application
and needs.
The Sirex™ is available in a wide range of dimensions and can
be fitted with up to 3 length cutting groups.
When it comes to dust and waste management, Prisma can
offer a variety of tailored-made smart solutions.
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MORE THAN A MACHINE
But the Sirex™ is more than just a hyper-flexible and
productive panel cutting machine. When you choose
Prisma, you also get an expert in production optimization
and a reliable partner for growth.
As a first step, our team of experts will help you define
the optimal solution for your application and business
needs. We will assist you to optimize your capacity
planning, material flow, factory layout, line definition and
co-design, resulting in significantly reduced production
timings.
As automation is in our DNA, we can also seamlessly
integrate the Sirex™ within your existing warehousing
and production lines, enabling you to make modular
changes within your existing factory set up.
Our overarching production flow supervision software,
PRISMATIC™ , ensures that maximal productivity and
reliability are reached throughout the full production
line at all times.
Finally, Prisma understands that downtime is not an
option for its customers. That is why Prisma designed
the Sirex™ to be a reliable partner for maximum technical
availability. Additionally you can count on unrivalled
post-sale service and technical assistance, provided by
a team of centralized and local engineers.
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

FLOATCUT™
TECHNOLOGY

PRISMALIGN™
TECHNOLOGY

OPTIVIDE™
TECHNOLOGY
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Via Lusevera, 2, 33078 San Vito
al Tagliamento (PN)
+39 0434 85082
info@prismasim.it
www.prismasim.it

